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Main Results
•  eMAP results show the economic profitability of the
enhanced market penetration of electric vehicles in several 
European countries with different basic conditions.

•  Policy measures can substantially improve the market
penetration of electric vehicles in Germany and Poland.

•  Business-as-usual in Germany and Poland shows a slow 
penetration path of electric vehicles.

•  Due to CO2-based taxation policy already introduced (and 
low electricity price compared to many European countries).

•  In Finland penetration rate is already rather high in
Business-as-usual-scenario, due to CO2-based taxation 
policy already introduced (and low electricity price compared 
to many European countries).

Project conclusion
As shown in the relatively conservative BAU scenario, one of the main drivers for electrification 
is the EU regulation on CO2 limits for passenger cars. Individual market shares and the timing 
of market penetration strongly depend, however, on the national legislative and economic frame-
work, namely national taxation schemes and electricity prices.
Contrary to what could have been expected, results showed that assumptions for higher invest-
ments into traction battery research and development does not lead to significantly higher market 
shares of pure electric vehicles (BEV). However, in markets like Germany, which initially do not 
favour electric vehicles, lower battery system prices indeed lead to a stronger electrification of the 
fleet. It has been shown that national policies promoting electric vehicles can be an effective path 
towards an electrified fleet.
In addition, the timing of political instruments is crucial for an effective market penetration: a quick 
adoption is necessary to enable a spread of technology and know-how within the industry and 
thus a decrease in costs.
The socio-economic evaluation and the stakeholder consultations show that there are good
arguments to support electromobility. Economic and environmental benefits justify political promo-
tion strategies. Technical progress is one feature of support. But technical progress is not enough 
to reach a quick penetration all over Europe. To convince consumers to buy electric vehicles 
other financial incentives have to be considered and implemented.
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